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14 October 2013 
 

SHAREHOLDER DISTRIBUTION  
 
 

The Directors of Village Roadshow Limited (“VRL”) have today resolved to propose to VRL 
shareholders a distribution of 25 cents per share to take effect as an equal reduction of VRL’s 
share capital.  No shares will be cancelled as part of the equal reduction of capital.  Of the 25 
cents per share proposed to be distributed to shareholders, the Directors have approved 13 cents 
per share as a fully-franked distribution, with the balance of 12 cents per share being treated as a 
capital return.   

The resolution to approve the equal reduction of capital will be put to the 2013 VRL annual 
general meeting (“AGM”).  VRL’s 2013 AGM has been called for Friday 29 November 2013, with 
the relevant Notice of Annual General Meeting and Explanatory Statement intended to be sent to 
shareholders on Tuesday 29 October 2013. 

VRL has made an application to the Australian Taxation Office (“ATO”) for a Class Ruling to 
confirm that no part of the 12 cents per share capital return will be treated as an unfranked 
dividend.  VRL expects to receive a draft ruling prior to the date of the AGM.  It is the practice of 
the ATO to issue Class Rulings in matters of this type after the shareholders’ resolution has been 
passed.  

The Directors consider that VRL has surplus cash (attributable in part to past divestments and 
including additional amounts available under VRL group debt facilities) beyond its current and 
reasonably foreseeable needs.  Subject to shareholder approval, the amount of the 25 cents per 
share distribution will result in a total payment to VRL shareholders of approximately $39.9 million.  
The Directors believe the proposed distribution will leave VRL sufficiently capitalised to grow its 
business whilst also taking into account the interests of all stakeholders. 

If approved by VRL shareholders, the Record Date for the 25 cents per share distribution is 
proposed to be 7.00 p.m. Melbourne time on Thursday 12 December 2013, with payment 
proposed to occur on or about Tuesday 31 December 2013. 

The Directors have also indicated a current intention, subject to the Company’s circumstances at 
that time, to propose a further 25 cents per share distribution to shareholders after 1 July 2014 
which, depending on its character or composition, may require a further meeting of VRL 
shareholders. 

VRL will also provide an investor update in a separate ASX release today, which will include a 
trading update and the impact of the distribution on VRL.  

 


